SUMMARY

All content in National Association for Law Placement, Inc. (NALP) print and digital publications and on NALP websites, unless otherwise indicated, is copyrighted and proprietary to NALP. While NALP welcomes the use of its work, before you copy, reproduce, display, distribute, or use NALP materials — in whole or in part — you may need NALP’s written permission. The following guidelines set out when you do and do not need permission to reproduce NALP content, as well as how to request permission. Any use of NALP work, whether permission is required or not, should include a citation to the original NALP content.

WHEN DO I NEED PERMISSION?

Note: The following guidelines are not intended to cover all areas of required permission. See below for how to request permission for specific areas not mentioned in this list.

You DO need permission to:

(See below for how to request permission.)

- Post NALP materials on another website.
- Include NALP content in a book, journal or newsletter.
- Reuse entire NALP datasets, figures, graphics or tables.
- Reuse in any way NALP audio or video materials.
- Reprint part or all of a piece of NALP content in print or online news media.
- Use an excerpt of more than 250 words, with a link back to the original NALP content, in a publication or on a website.

You do NOT need permission to:

(Please, go ahead, but cite NALP as the source of the content.)

- Reference or cite NALP research studies.
- Link to content found on nalp.org or related websites.
- Use a figure, graphic, table, or excerpt of less than 250 words in an unpublished dissertation, thesis, class assignment, or conference presentation (unless these materials will be posted online).
- Use an excerpt of less than 250 words, with a link back to the original NALP content, in a publication or on a website.
NALP does NOT grant permission to:

(If you would like to double-check, submit a request using the instructions below.)

- Reproduce or reuse without citing NALP and giving proper attribution.
- Post entire NALP articles or NALP publications as web text on another website.
- Use NALP findings to imply that NALP endorses a cause, candidate or political party.
- Use or share datasets from NALP research studies, reports and other NALP member information.
  (Note: In some circumstances, NALP will agree to license some data sets for research with the appropriate execution of a licensing agreement and payment of the required licensing fee. Researchers interested in inquiring about data licensing options should contact NALP’s director of research, Danielle Taylor, at dtaylor@nalp.org.)

LIMITATIONS ON PERMISSION

- Reprinting specific articles in the NALP Bulletin, PD Quarterly, and on nalp.org requires that you request individual permission for each article.
- No more than one (1) article per issue from the NALP Bulletin or PD Quarterly may be reprinted, reproduced or posted at any given time on another website.
- No more than six (6) articles per year from the NALP Bulletin or PD Quarterly may be reprinted, reproduced or posted on another website over a one-year period or at one time.

HOW DO I REQUEST PERMISSION?

Contact Andrew D. Parker, Editor-in-Chief and Staff Writer, at 202-835-1001 or aparker@nalp.org.

HOW SHOULD I CITE NALP MATERIALS?

You are welcome to reference or cite NALP materials and do not need permission to do so. Any type of reuse must be accompanied by a full citation. We recommend you include the following information in your citation:

- Report, article, study, or audio/video title
- Author name(s)
- “Reproduced with the permission of NALP, the National Association for Law Placement, Inc.”
- Original publication date
- URL for the material’s location on the NALP website